Whether studying archeology or contemporary politics, there is no more critical place than the Middle East and North Africa. Learn - or deepen your knowledge of - Arabic or Hebrew. Study in university settings or in specialized programs. Gain a local perspective on international issues.
University or Study Program

MIDDLE EAST

ISRAEL
Beer-Sheva • Ben-Gurion University (BGU)
Haifa • U of Haifa
• Technion Israel Institute of Technology
Jerusalem • Hebrew U of Jerusalem
Kibbutz Ketura
• Arava Institute for Environmental Studies
Tel Aviv • Tel Aviv University

JORDAN
Amman • CET: Intensive Arabic Language
• CET: Middle East Studies & Internship
• CIEE: Diplomacy & Policy Studies
• SIT: Refugees, Health & Humanitarian Action

TURKEY
Istanbul • CIEE: Koc University
• Duke in Istanbul: Bogazici U
• Syracuse: Bahcesehir U

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Sharjah • CIEE: Business, Engineering, Arts & Sci

NORTH AFRICA

MOROCCO
Ifrane • Al Akhawayn University
Rabat
• IES Study in Rabat
• SIT: Field Studies in Journalism & New Media
• SIT: Migration &Transnational Identity

TUNISIA
Tunis
• SIT: Emerging Identities in North Africa

Note: Not every program is approved by every college. Check on-line!